
CIRCUIT CLINICAL
Buffalo, NY   |   Irfan Khan
Circuit Clinical is one of the largest integrated research organizations 
in the U.S. and is dedicated to empowering patients to choose clinical 
research as a care option. Their experience running clinical trials led them 
to build TrialScout – the first-ever ratings and reviews platform for clinical 
trial centers. It is this combination of their clinical trial services and their 
platform TrialScout that gives Circuit Clinical a unique position in the 
industry as experts in optimizing the patient experience in clinical trials.

circuitclinical.com
Facebook circuitclinical1
Twitter CircuitClinical 
Instagram circuitclinical 

groupraise.com 
Facebook groupraise
Twitter groupraise 
Instagram GroupRaise 

GROUPRAISE
Houston, TX   |   Devin Baptiste
GroupRaise is a marketplace that helps groups of 20-200 people make 
reservations at restaurants willing to donate a percentage of the sales 
back to a charitable cause. GroupRaise has 10,000 restaurant customers, 
including California Pizza Kitchen, Jason’s Deli, MOD Pizza, and 5,000+ 
independently-owned restaurants across all 50 states. They focus on 
enabling charitable organizers to create meaningful experiences over the 
dinner table, while driving sales and creating repeat business for their 
restaurant partners.
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strayos.com 
Facebook strayos 

Twitter StrayosAI 

STRAYOS
St. Louis, MO   |   Ravi Sahu
Strayos is a 3D visual intelligence platform for the mining and 
infrastructure industry. Their AI engine utilizes imagery data to 
extract hidden insights about geology in mining for optimized 
drilling/blasting and pre-excavation utility detection below the 
ground surface for accurate inspection in infrastructure projects. 
Their platform helps job sites make meaningful decisions 
to improve efficiency and safety in drilling and excavation by 
combining imagery, geophysics, and sensor data.
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ROBODUB
Seattle, WA   |   Parminder Devsi
Robodub has built patented, adaptive multi-rotor drones where the rotor 
position can be altered autonomously to carry asymmetrical as well as 
shifting payloads. Rotor position can be altered by sliding the rotors along 
the arms or by changing the angle between the adjacent arms. This allows 
them to counteract any change in the center of gravity of the drone while 
flying. The U.S. Army, U.S. Navy, and USAF are among their customers.

robodub.com 
Facebook robodubinc 
Twitter Robodubinc 
Instagram robodubinc 

wyl.co 
Facebook WYLandlord 
Twitter wylandlord 
Instagram wylandlord 

WHOSE YOUR LANDLORD
New York, NY   |   Ofo Ezeugwu
Whose Your Landlord is a mobile platform that’s empowering and 
informing the rental community. For renters, WYL provides landlord 
reviews and housing literacy content. For home providers, WYL provides a 
subscription SaaS software that aggregates reviews from all over the web, 
allowing them to chart their improvement in service quality in real time 
and more directly assess the reputation of buildings in their portfolio.

rally.co 
Facebook RallyBus 
Twitter RallyBus 

RALLY
New York, NY   |   Numaan Akram
Rally is bus rideshare. Hundreds of thousands have come together on their 
platform to create on-demand bus trips across 3,500 U.S. cities. Riders 
create their own trips or choose from one of the many trips that have been 
crowdsourced. Concerts, sports, and festivals, Rally unites passionate 
people, making the journey part of the event-day experience. Rally is 
applying sharing economy innovations to buses, bringing new business to 
local bus companies and promoting a greener, safer form of travel.
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getpeanutbutter.com 
Facebook getpeanutbutter
Twitter peanutbutterget 
Instagram GetPeanutButter 

PEANUT BUTTER
Chicago, IL   |   David Aronson
Peanut Butter helps companies offer Student Loan Assistance as a 
benefit. Leading employers across North America partner with Peanut 
Butter to reduce hiring timelines, increase employee tenure, and improve 
diversity, all while making a positive impact on employees’ financial future. 
Employees count on Peanut Butter to help them manage student debt and 
receive company contributions toward their student loans.


